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Logic and prize-money

In the January edition of the Kingsley Klarion, your

correspondent Emilio Aliverti correctly highlights some

anomalies in prize-money (i.e. money for finishing position and

over various classes of races), but then confuses the issue by

placing too much emphasis on these anomalies with reference to

improvement of the breed. I don’t believe that the UK racing

industry encourages or indeed engages in a ‘rain’ distribution of

resources over all grades of races. For example, prize-money for

class 1 races has increased at a higher rate than other classes

over the past 10 years. 

The recent distribution of extra funds collected from the

bookmakers to class 5 and 6 races has two purposes – to

encourage owners to maintain horses in training, and to

encourage new owners to enter the sport. These extra funds have

nothing to do with improving the breed (although that might be

a long-term benefit as more owners keep horses in training) and

I don’t believe we should knock the BHA, the racecourses or the

new Racing Authority for some minor anomalies that will

inevitably occur because of this redistribution. Encouragement

of ownership is vital.

If we want to knock prize-money distribution, then maybe we

should question why Wetherby could only muster about £40,000

for a Saturday fixture recently? 

I do happen to agree with Mr Aliverti that the difference in

prize-money between 1st and 2nd should be reduced. I seem to

remember that this was changed relatively recently, but I never

understood the reason. 

PETER CRAGGS
Morpeth, Northumberland

How does it work?

Would it be possible to give an explanation in a future edition of

the Klarion of how prize-money is distributed?

Recently I have noticed that some races are giving prize-

money down to 6th,7th and 8th places.

BARRIE MOORHOUSE
Huddersfield

The Editor replies: Prize-money distribution is hugely
complicated, and the full details would fill an entire issue of the
Klarion!  So for a detailed explanation, go to the following page
on the BHA website: http://rules.britishhorseracing.com/Orders-
and-rules&staticID=126771&depth=3.  Your query may also
relate to the Appearance Money Scheme, full details of which
can be found by going to the same BHA website page, and
scrolling down the menu on the left-hand side of the page to find
“Schedule 11 – Appearance Money”.
John Scanlon criticises the scheme in his Off the Bridle column
on page 19.

A proud mum

Thank you so much for

sending me copies of the

Kingsley Klarion. It is a

wonderful publication.

Being addicted to

horses and having been

interested in horse racing

from a very early age, I am

thrilled to be slightly

involved in racing via

being the “dam” of

apprentice jockey Jane

Elliott. (I also have small

shares in two Owner's

Group horses trained by

Mark in the game little

Rainbow Rebel and Cupboard Love).

Jane had her best year in 2017, riding 33 winners, including

four on Percy’s Princess. Only two lady riders bettered that

score  --  Josephine Gordon and Holly Doyle. Two of her best

wins have been on Tartan Bute and Star Of The East for the

Johnston stable, giving her a 50% strike rate! She also had her

first sit on a Frankel offspring one morning when riding work. 

I'd like to thank Mark for putting her up on these quality

horses and hope that she will be able to contribute further in his

quest to become the winningmost trainer in the UK in 2018.

(p.s.  As a child Jane named her hamster Double Trigger!)

ROSE ELLIOTT
Waddington, Lincs

Enduring partnership 

Jockey Joe Fanning has been with Mark for more years than I

care to remember, certainly more than 20 in my mind. Is it

possible to tell me how many winners Joe has ridden for Mark?

Are you aware of other trainer-jockey combinations who can

match this sort of longevity and their scores, current or

otherwise. I do hope this marvellous partnership continues, and

how great would it be if Joe could ride a classic winner for

Mark?

LAWRENCE BEST

The Editor replies: Joe’s first winner for Mark was in 1991,
and records up to January 30 show he has ridden 1,149
winners from 7,077 rides for the yard. Silvestre de Sousa is
241/1,279 for Mark, while Richard Hughes was 1,153/6,604
for the Hannons (father and son), and Paul Hanagan is
750/5,266 for Richard Fahey. The phenomenal AP McCoy
rode 1,152 winners from 3,698 rides for Martin Pipe in a
seven-year partnership.

KINGSLEY  KICKBACK
The Klarion welcomes your letters 
Send to: klarion@markjohnstonracing.com 

or Kingsley Klarion, Kingsley Park, Park Lane,

Middleham, DL8 4QZ. Please include your name, postal

address and a telephone contact number.  

Letters may be edited.

Jane and Rose Elliott
with Percy’s Princess


